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T�� ���������
A truck driver and a cyclist are arriving almost
at the same �me at an intersec�on. The truck
driver must turn right, while the cyclist is willing to
follow his/her path straight ahead. The truck’s
driver might have not no�ced the bike.

T�� ������
The truck has diﬃcul�es in seeing bicyclists
occupying the edge of the road or cycling on separated lanes on the side. It is likely that a cyclist is in
a truck’s blind spot, covered by other objects, or
at the road edges.

T�� O������
Even if the truck driver uses all recommended
mirrors and precau�ons before turning at the
intersec�on, some blind spots for detec�ng cyclist
s�ll remain. A fatal collision of the bicycle with the
nearside turning truck becomes possible.
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On-board cyclist detection

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication

New sensors have been installed and
evaluated on the vehicle to detect the
presence of bicyclists and provide the driver
with advanced warnings and increase the
detec�on horizon, especially before turning.

A communica�on system allows for the
bi-direc�onal exchange of informa�on with
infrastructure mounted at intersec�ons,
crea�ng a much more powerful ecosystem
than one based only on localized sensing.

Sensor-fused Risk Detection

Driver Interface

Using a test pla�orm for
rapid
prototyping
of
automo�ve hardware and
so�ware, a proprietary system
has been implemented, that
combines data from the
vehicle electrical system,
sensor percep�on data and
external communica�on in
order to analyze risk.

New warnings have
been added to the interface, op�mized for driver
acceptance, based on
driver surveys conducted
by the Ins�tute for Transport Studies at the
University of Leeds.

Simulation Environment
A powerful simula�on tool that allows engineers to
analyze system performance in high-risk situa�ons, using real
map data and recorded paths from ﬁeld tes�ng, has been
employed.
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“In ITS, the vehicle is not only a
beneﬁciary, but also a supporter
to VRUs protection”
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Drin Drin!!
I AM HERE

Stop

What is the possible alternatives to
inform the driver of a nearby cyclist?

Which is the best warning systems for the
truck drivers?

We evaluated a series of HMI alterna�ves,
with combina�ons of acous�c and visual
signals, in a realis�c truck driving simulator, in
which ini�ally each par�cipant was able to
provide feedback on alterna�ve designs.
We conducted an experiment presen�ng
drivers with diﬀerent warning conﬁgura�ons
(audio, visual and combina�ons of both).
These were an audio signal sounded from the
le� combined with a dashboard visual icon of
a bicycle and the same audio signal combined
with a ﬂashing orange LED located to the
driver’s le�. The audio “earcon” was based on
a bicycle bell. We asked drivers to interact
with a cyclist at urban signalised intersec�ons
with a variety of layouts (cyclist on road, on
road in cycle lane and on separate bicycle
path) evaluated both subjec�ve driver
responses on acceptance and workload, and
objec�ve performance in terms of
manoeuvring quality and eye glance
behaviour.

Two systems were tested against a baseline lacking of any assistance warning system.
The one incorpora�ng a ﬂashing LED installed
towards the passenger side received slightly
higher scores. Both systems diminished
subjec�ve workload, par�cularly in terms of
mental demand, and eﬀort was also reduced.
Both systems improved manoeuvring quality,
in terms of the drivers reaching a speed of
5m/s (18 km/h) from rest sooner, indica�ng
less hesita�on thanks to the reassurance of
being informed. Eye glance analysis revealed
that neither system had any nega�ve eﬀects
on awareness of the external situa�on, as
indicated by checking of the traﬃc signals.
Both systems produced earlier glances to the
cyclist as viewed in the le� (passenger-side)
mirror, and both systems substan�ally
reduced the variability of �me to ﬁrst glance.
Overall, the combina�on of ﬂashing LED and
auditory icon was the most successful.

“We developed an in-vehicle
warning hierarchy to help truck
drivers detect and respond to
cyclists, to improve their safety!”
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Infrastructure-based vehicle- and VRU-detection system
Based on two poles with integrated stereo-cameras it detects, tracks and
classiﬁes traﬃc par�cipants. The focus of the ﬁeld of view are right-turning
vehicles and crossing bicycles.

Trajectory data
Measured speed and posi�on determine the moving paths (trajectories) of
the detected objects. Beyond the dynamic numerical data perspec�ve, corresponding scene videos allow to evaluate the evolu�on of a scene.

Situation and risk assessment

X2V

Trajectory data is processed in real-�me to get an understanding about
relevant aspects of the traﬃc situa�on and predic�ng poten�ally cri�cal
encounters. The assessment depends on the distance of the truck to the crossing zone and the rela�ve posi�on to the cyclist.
Communication gateway
X2V

“It is great to see how new
technology helps to predict
unsafe encounters and to
wirelessly connect diﬀerent traﬃc
participants”
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Situa�on and risk related informa�on are sent to the truck using wireless
communica�on standards like ITS-G5. A warning is given to the cyclist through
a road instrumented ﬂashing amber light. The truck shares its posi�on and
object percep�on in a bidirec�onal communica�on approach.
Cooperative system approach
One of the key features of the coopera�ve approach lies in a systema�c
exchange of informa�on between equipped traﬃc par�cipants and infrastructure. In comparison to a vehicle based stand-alone system, this increases the
awareness of crash risks between road users on intersec�ons and improves the
performance of the assessment.
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What is the problem?

How to make
interactive?

bikes

Cyclists need to increment their visibility with
respect to motorized
vehicles, whose drivers
risk not to detect bikes’
presence due to obstacles
or blind spots. Sensors
mounted on the infrastructure (e.g., radars or
cameras on the traﬃc
lights) or on the vehicles
(e.g., proximity sensors)
can help on catching sight
of them. However, without a dedicated on-bike
technology, a cyclist
cannot be warned about
the presence of a dangerous situa�on.

For improving the
safety of all road users,
technology
must
be
installed on bikes, too. This
generates
two
great
advantages. The ﬁrst one is
the
opportunity
of
lowering false-alarms by
making bike detec�on
systems more and more
reliable thanks to the
direct interac�on between
the sensors installed on
infrastructure
or
on
vehicles and the ones put
on bikes. The second
beneﬁt consists in the the
possibility of sending
feedback to cyclists, e.g.,
to warn them in case of
danger.

Which technology?

How does it work?

Enhanced services

XCYCLE takes advantage of advanced radio
technology based on
ultra-wideband
(UWB)
communica�on.
The
main beneﬁt stands in the
capability of making
precise distance measurements between radio
devices, thus reducing
detec�on error to few
cen�meters
in
line-of-sight condi�ons.
Moreover, low energy
consump�on is guaranteed. This facilitates the
produc�on of low-cost
and long ba�ery life tools,
essen�al requirements
for on bike devices.

Thanks
to
the
high-precision localiza�on feature oﬀered by
this technology, when
UWB sensors are mounted on the infrastructure,
posi�ons of bikes and
vehicles can be determined with high accuracy.
When UWB sensors are
installed on vehicles,
bike’s rela�ve posi�on
can be es�mated, ac�vating a kind of proac�ve
radar capable of minimizing false alarms and
providing �mely warnings
to cyclists.

Technology mounted
on bike enables a variety
of new services. The
XCYCLE project developed a risk-assessment
unit which predicts road
users’ trajectories and
sends warnings if a
poten�al
dangerous
situa�on is foreseen. A
dedicated communica�on channel allows for
the broadcas�ng of helpful informa�on (“A car is
turning towards you!”).
Bikes equipped with the
new technology could
also get the advantage of
another
innova�ve
service: the green waves
for cyclists (pag. 7).

“A speciﬁc on bike tool and a
new radio technology will make
cyclists more visible on the road,
improving their safety”
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���������
The bike and the truck are approaching the
intersec�on, one on the roadway, the other one
on the dedicated path. The truck is going to turn
right, while the bike will go straight at the crossroad. The truck’s driver might have not no�ced
the bike due to a blind spot.

����������
Sensors installed on the traﬃc lights detect
and track the bike and the truck approaching the
intersec�on. Thanks to the broadcas�ng of the
truck’s right-turn sign, the risk-assessment is
aware of its turning trajectory, and determines
the probability of a crash between them.

������
The risk-assessment unit sends a warning to
the cyclist and the driver. The HMI of the on-bike
system makes the bikes’ handlebar vibra�ng and a
light informs him of the danger coming from the
le�. A diﬀerent HMI alerts the driver.
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Green
light

What is a Green Wave?
The cyclists’ Green Wave is a traﬃc management strategy that increases
comfort for people using a green mode of transport and aims to improve the
safety of cyclists by reducing the risk of red light viola�on.
How did XCYCLE improve the green wave?
XCYCLE developed a special algorithm for the adap�ve traﬃc light controller
ImFlow. This stabilizes the �me to green predic�on given by the controller to
enable cyclists to derive a speed advice (GLOSA) from the countdown. The
system was successfully tested with microscopic traﬃc simula�on using the
Simula�on of Urban Mobility (SUMO) for diﬀerent traﬃc networks.

What did the simulations show?
The new control algorithm was compared to state-of-the-art actuated and
semi-ﬁxed �me controllers. The results showed 11% be�er traﬃc eﬃciency
for ImFlow (adap�ve controller) compared to the other algorithms.
Furthermore, the stabiliza�on solu�on that was developed within the XCYCLE
project had no nega�ve impact on traﬃc eﬃciency, while it had the best
performance for all measurements related to the reliability of speed advice.

“Increased cycling comfort
while maintaining traﬃc ﬂow?
This is possible with XCYCLE
new approach to Green Waves”

What did XCYCLE achieve?
Dynniq’s new green wave strategy allows cyclists to pass through
intersec�ons without stops and disrup�ons by stabilizing the green phase of
consecu�ve traﬃc lights. This allows comfortable and eﬃcient cycling and
improves safety by reducing the risk of red light viola�on and number of stops.
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I

YOU

KEEP
CALM
AND

XCYCLE
LET’S GET VISIBLE
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